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“Boundary work in research programs for sustainable development: natural resource management at the Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research CGIAR.” WC Clark, TP Tomich, M van Noordwijk, NM Dickson, D Catacutan, D Guston, and E McNie. Published online 2011; subsequently published in issue 25 April 2016. *Proceedings of the National Academy of Sciences USA* DOI 10.1073/pnas.0900231108
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“Environmental services and land use change in Southeast Asia: from recognition to regulation or reward?” TP Tomich, DE Thomas and M van Noordwijk, 2004. *Agriculture, Ecosystems & Environment* 104 (1): 229-244.
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Books (including special issues of journals)

*Smart and Connected Regional Food Systems.* TP Tomich and C Hoy, eds. 2023. A special topical collection in the “sustainable food” section of the journal *Sustainability.*
https://www.mdpi.com/journal/sustainability/special_issues/smart_food_system

https://www.sciencedirect.com/journal/agricultural-systems/vol/172
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Other scientific papers
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“ICRAF’s role in policy research, policy development, and advocacy: opportunities and pitfalls.” TP Tomich. 1998. Discussion paper for ICRAF Board of Trustees.
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Policy briefs


Software
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Editorials, public awareness, education, and training materials

“Failing to act on climate change is robbing future generations of choices” (with A Gadgil and 11 co-authors). Op-ed in Chicago Tribune 11 July 2022


“UC Davis, one of the world’s leading agricultural universities, on the global food system.” TP Tomich, AB White, and CM Riggle May 2014. Sustain Magazine. Washington, DC: International Finance Corporation of the World Bank/IBRD.
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Forests as Resources for the Poor: The Rainforest Challenge. Alternatives to Slash and Burn Programme (ASB), Center for International Forestry Research (CIFOR), World Agroforestry Centre (ICRAF), World Conservation Union (IUCN), World Wide Fund for Nature (WWF), Nairobi, Kenya; Bogor, Indonesia, Gland, Switzerland, 2003.
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“Nicanor Pinedo and Julia Espinoza: partners on the path to progress.” TP Tomich and J Lewis (eds). *ASB Voices #5*. Nairobi: Alternatives to Slash-and-Burn Programme.
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“Simulation models that help us to understand local action and its consequences for global concerns in a forest margin landscape.” M van Noordwijk, B Verbiest, G Vincent and TP Tomich. 2001. ASB Lecture Note # 11A. Bogor: ICRAF Southeast Asia.
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"Processing farm management data with commercial software packages." TP Tomich. 1983. Microcomputers in Development Project. Food Research Institute, Stanford University.